For more information, please contact your Training Product Sales Manager:
training.commercial@airbus.com
or discover aircraft.airbus.com
Industry is facing high challenges to sustain the fleet size increase, and to address the huge demand for new mechanics to be trained over the next twenty years. At the same time, operators and Maintenance Repair Organizations are looking for more efficient training solutions to secure aircraft safe operations, and ensure maximum aircraft availability at optimized costs.

Airbus, as the leading aircraft manufacturer, is learning from its customers’ feedback and in-service fleet operational data to adapt new aircraft designs and to propose efficient up-to-date training solutions, supported by latest state of the art teaching techniques.

Christian Delmas
Head of Airbus Maintenance Training
Your partner of choice for safe and efficient operations

- Covering all aspects of Maintenance training
- Best in class teaching methods and instructors’ expertise
- Direct access to the OEM Maintenance intelligence
- Latest virtual solutions to excel on learning retention
- Highest quality standards across industry

Your ONE-STOP-SHOP reference

"We accompany you all along your aircraft lifecycle."

Your training: When, Where and How you need it

- In any of the Airbus training locations
- In your facilities with Airbus Mobile Solutions and Airbus instructors
- In your facilities with Airbus Integrated Solutions and your own instructors
Worldwide presence

Airbus Maintenance Training locations

1. ATC* Europe - Toulouse (France)
2. ATC* Europe - Hamburg (Germany)
3. ATC* Bangalore (India)
4. ATC* Beijing (China)
5. ATC* Miami (USA)
6. ATC* Mexico (Mexico)
7. Jakarta (GMF, Indonesia)
8. Tunis (TAR)
9. Singapore (SIAEC)
10. Hong Kong (HAECO)
11. Xiamen (China - HAECO)

Airbus main certifications**

*Airbus Training Centre
** Other training approvals can be obtained upon specific customer needs and locations
Our training concepts

Operationally oriented training

Active learning

Use of virtual interactive media

“Bringing the aircraft into the classroom with the Airbus Competence Trainer (ACT) concept.”

Airbus Competence Training (ACT)

ACT Trainer

Airbus training concept at the heart of our approved and non-approved courses, for initial and recurrent training.

3D virtual device offering the ability:

- to explore and interact with the entire aircraft,
- to use a complete set of learning methods reproducing a real operational environment,
- to perform practical sessions with aircraft documentation Airm@v: tests and troubleshooting maintenance tasks,
- Learning-by-doing concept and focus on the “Need-to-know.”
Airbus approved courses

Type training

Benefit from the manufacturer expertise to obtain your certified staff ready to operate.

Type training Maintenance - Theory and practical courses:
- Mechanical (B1)
- Avionics (B2)
- Mechanical + Avionics (B1+B2)
- Base Maintenance Engineer (C4)

Difference Training Cross Maintenance Qualification (CMQ)

Take advantage of previous qualifications to reduce type training.

Airbus non-approved courses

For management & non-certifying staff working at the ramp:
- General familiarisation
- Ramp & transit
- Cargo loading
- Ground Handling...

For line and base maintenance staff:
- Engine Run-Up (initial, difference, refresher)
- Taxiing
- EWIS
- Troubleshooting
- ETOPS Maintenance...

Airbus specialised courses

For more details, discover www.services.airbus.com.
Check also our e-training courses.
Instructor courses

Airbus Maintenance Instructor Courses

AMIC prepares future or experienced instructors to teach Airbus maintenance training courses in their own airline or training centre.

1. Core Module
   - Correlate teaching/learning with Airbus maintenance philosophy
   - Develop adapted knowledge, skills and attitude
   - Understand role of practical assessor in a real environment

2. Practical on device

3. Practical on aircraft

4. AMIC Refresher

Support to initial operations

Initial Operation Experience (IOE)

Airbus on-site assistance at the ramp to support your Entry Into Service.

Initial Refresher Training (IRT)

Airbus Training Refresher at your base, on your aircraft, during initial operations, to recall and reinforce mechanics’ knowledge and skills.
ACT Suite
Maintenance integrated training solution

Benefit from Airbus quality standards at your home base, to address your internal staff initial and recurrent training.

The Airbus Competence Training Suite

All-in-one solution including:
- The ACT Trainer software
- Airbus developed courseware
- AMIC course instructors proficiency
- Software & courseware updates
- Turnkey on-site deployment
- Advisory service
- Continuous support

ACT Suite already deployed worldwide

 BENEFITS
- Limited travel & living expenses
- No need for training material development & update
- Eased competencies management
- Practice on the aircraft reduced by 50%